My research strategy1
Peter Diamond2

A key question for any researcher is what to work on. Integral to answering is the
method of search for an idea that might become a good paper. This is particularly an
issue for many students starting on their theses. When I talk with students just starting
out, or after a period without a successful start, I spell out multiple ways of getting started
that I have used, rather than presenting a dryer, abstract list. Generally, students coming
to me are trying to write theory papers, and it is my experience with getting started on
theory papers that I relate in this essay.3

A key part of that strategic process, and also of the tactics of completing and presenting
papers, is trying to figure out how interesting an actual result, or a conjectured result,
might be. My movements across different research areas and between basic applied
theory and policy analyses have elevated for me the ongoing importance of strategic
planning. This essay reports my memory of how I proceeded strategically over the last
50 years, both before and after I recognized a need to think directly about these choices.4
Over time I have become aware of the diversity of research approaches that work at
different times and for different people and the unevenness in the quality of advice I have
given on this issue.5 So this is one researcher’s story, not one researcher’s advice, a
potted history from my memory of early conscious and not conscious choices.
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I started graduate school at MIT in mathematics in 1960. I was taking both math and
economics classes as I tried to choose a field, having majored in math at Yale and also
having enjoyed both economics classes (principles, intermediate theory and general
equilibrium, taught by Gerard Debreu from the new Theory of Value) and a summer RA
job with Tjalling Koopmans. Koopmans hired me to do math for him. He asked me to
provide an example of a function with certain properties. Being lazy, or maybe just
preferring more abstract thought, I produced a class of functions rather than grinding out
a particular one. I had no more thoughts about my response than that I had done what
was asked. But Koopmans found real interest in the class of functions, which I had not
considered. And generously elevated me to a co-author of the 1964 Econometrica paper
that followed. I have had the same experience on the other side, as a graduate assistant
(Saku Aura) did an assigned calculation in a particular way that then led to results that
were worthy of publication as a joint note in the AER, 2002. The general message, for
me 50 years ago, and for communication to graduate students, is think about the interest
in what you find (stumble over?). I have sometimes put this to students as thinking about
what theorems, if true, would be interesting. I have no algorithm for telling what might
be interesting. It seems to be an intuition that is built up out of reading and listening to
what is well-received, and what isn’t. And reactions to individual papers vary
considerably with location, one of the reasons why it is important to spend time in several
places as a student and a young researcher. I find no point in proving uninteresting
theorems, although there can be interest in the methods of proof of an uninteresting
theorem. That has just not been part of my set of interests. (I don’t find a theorem
interesting just because it is hard to prove.)

I liked the MIT economics classes better than the math classes. And I was better at them.
I was not interested in pursuing more and more general settings for the same basic
theorem, which I took to be the heart of the real variables class I took. So I became an
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economist. One of my formative experiences as a student was a reading seminar, in the
spring of my second year, that Frank Fisher gave to me and my classmate Steve Goldfeld.
This was really a search for possible thesis topics. Each week we were assigned
something to read followed by a discussion. The only assignment I remember now was
Arrow’s Social Choice. Frank told us there was a mistake in the proof and to find it. We
did. But what mattered was that it highlighted a way to read – always looking for what
might be wrong, preferably without losing sight of what is interesting in a paper. I
attribute much credit to that seminar for what I have considered a very fruitful way to
read.

The first two essays of my thesis came effortlessly. One drew on my work with
Koopmans, framing the same infinite horizon choice problem differently in a way that led
easily to theorems. That became my job market paper and was done, apart from
polishing, early in the fall. Right after, I read the thesis of T N Srinivasan, with whom I
had shared an office at Cowles and a drive across the country in 1960. I thought of a way
to prove an additional theorem in his model, and had a second thesis essay done.

At that point I thought finding things to work on was easy. I was in for a nervous-making
surprise, as months went by without a glimmer of a good idea for another chapter, an
experience repeated, as mentioned below, during my first leave from teaching. Well into
the spring, Bob Solow, my supervisor, suggested I read W. E. G. Salter’s book on
technical change and cost reductions. I recognized that the approach could be turned
around into a growth model and managed to complete my third thesis essay just barely in
time for a June, 1963 degree. Only when googling while drafting this essay did I learn
anything about the book other than its being handed to me by Solow: “In 1960
Cambridge University Press published Salter's thesis as Productivity and Technical
Change. M. M. Postan described it as 'one of the most elegant exercises . . . in the theory
of investment and innovations to come out of post-war Britain'.”
(http://adbonline.anu.edu.au/biogs/A160198b.htm) Again, there was a research lesson in
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how to read – look for analyses that can be transferred, what is sometimes called
intellectual arbitrage. 6 Of course, not all transfers are interesting.

I was interested in theory, both micro and macro, and chose public finance as my other
main field. At my first job at Berkeley, I started out teaching all three. It was the yearlong public finance class for economics majors that interested me most. What became a
1965 AER paper started out as a lecture in that class, as I tried to understand and convey
the central issues in the analysis of the public debt, moving beyond the analyses of
Franco Modigliani and James Buchanan. And my starting place in the initial optimal tax
papers I wrote with Jim Mirrlees occurred, literally, in the class room in my first year at
MIT, as I lectured on deadweight burdens and had the idea of minimizing them.7 The
process of going from my calculation of first order conditions for deadweight burden
minimization and derivation of the optimality of aggregate efficiency in a one-consumer
economy to a joint paper with Jim Mirrlees addressing a many person economy was
relatively quick, as the results, in essentially their final form, were presented at US and
European Econometric Society meetings in 1967.8

Not surprisingly, I am not one of the researchers who view the relationship from teaching
to research as teaching solely interfering with research. Rather, as indicated, I have
found teaching, both undergrad and grad, to be a prime stimulus to research. No doubt
this is related to how I approach teaching. I have often used preparation and classroom
time as an opportunity to develop my own approach to standard issues, or to push
forward on topics that strike me as worth more development. When I prepare a handout,
I am looking for a good way to present, which is often not a summary of some existing
paper. With this approach there is a chance of discovering something new. Some
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students like this approach – seeing a piece of a research process. Many find it less
satisfactory, and certainly harder to decipher.9

Indeed, the least productive research period I had was during my first leave, 1965-6, with
very little teaching, at Churchill College, Cambridge. This was a repeat of the frustrating
time I had in the midst of writing my thesis. Shortly before going to Cambridge, I
formulated the model that became my 1967 AER paper on the stock market. This was an
unusual process for me. I wanted to explore the allocation of resources in models of an
economy with uncertainty and without the complete set of Arrow-Debreu markets. My
plan was to write down different allocation processes until I came to one that would look
interesting to explore in detail. The first one I tried led to the paper. Fruitlessly
attempting to find results beyond the very special assumptions that resulted in constrained
efficiency fed my frustration, and the very limited amount of teaching threw up no
alternative ideas to draw me away.10 While a teaching load can be so heavy as to
interfere with doing research, I am very far from viewing the optimal amount of teaching
to be zero even from the narrow perspective of research, not counting the pleasures of
teaching.

To this point, my research choices were one-off, with no sense of having or needing a
strategy. That changed in the early 70’s as I was having trouble finding things as
interesting as what I had done earlier. That led to two ventures. I started taking classes at
Harvard Law School, planning to write on law and economics, hoping to find some
question in that realm that would be a route to what I was really interested in – the
importance for resource allocation that trade happens in real time, rather than in the allat-once way of Arrow-Debreu theory. That is, I was hoping that thinking about a
concrete legal problem would lead to modeling that captured a real time process and
resulted in insights that would be more generally usable. I was hoping for a modeling
approach different from sequential equilibrium, which somehow did not turn me on. I
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chose taking classes (including sitting exams) rather than just reading for a couple of
reasons. I wanted to experience how lawyers learn to approach issues, to identify how I
might set out differently; I like and believe in the merits of understanding a subject from
its foundations; and I like taking classes.11 While I did write a few papers in law and
economics, the topics never turned into insights into the kind of dynamic allocation
questions I was hoping to find my way into, and I moved on. While my work on labor
market search equilibrium started with analysis of breach of contract in joint work with
Eric Maskin (1979, Bell Journal), I don’t think there was any significant link to the
classroom study of contracts, but who knows what lurked in my subconscious. 12

My second venture was to agree to serve on a panel headed by Bill Hsiao to examine
whether Social Security finances were in as much trouble as was being claimed (Panel on
Social Security Financing consulting to U.S. Senate Finance Committee, 1974-75). They
were. This was the start of an interest in both basic theory and policy analysis of national
pension systems that continues to this day. I found I liked doing policy. And I found that
looking at policy questions fueled identification of good theory questions to model and
analyze. As a public finance economist, I was naturally interested in policy (rather than
becoming a public finance economist because I was so interested in policy), although that
has reversed. And as a theorist more interested in constructing models to analyze
questions than to getting new results in existing models, my taste ran to simplifications
that seemed to preserve the important properties and so provide plausibly robust policy
insights, an approach that fit with finding questions from involvement in policy
discussions. My 1978 Journal of Public Economics paper with Jim Mirrlees (and several
sequels) on how pension benefits should vary with the age at which they start came
11
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directly from wondering about that issue for Social Security as part of my time on the
second Hsiao panel (Consultant Panel on Social Security of the Congressional Research
Service, 1975-76). The particular motivating policy question made it natural to consider
uncertainties in worker opportunities over time, which was (and is) a valuable question to
ponder.

I stop the detailed autobiography here, as later experiences reinforced what I had learned
earlier – that there are multiple ways of getting to interesting projects and it is important
to have at least one.13 I cite just two more experiences. Sharing the excitement of
Eastern Europe’s move from communism to capitalism, I asked Jeff Sachs for an
opportunity to join in. He had me write about pension issues in Poland. Some Poles
were considering imitating Chile, which led me to study Chilean pension reform, and
prepared me well for the debate about Social Security privatization, that is still ongoing.
Returning to teaching optimal income taxation in the 1990s, after many years of not
teaching it, I decided to work out a simple example to help convey the insights from that
quite complex literature. Another AER paper, 1998, followed from recognizing the
potential in a classroom handout.

Beyond the activities that did lead to research, there are the ideas I chose not to follow
up, which I offer to make clear that there are indeed choices. I asked Paul Samuelson for
a suggestion for a thesis topic. I am guessing this was the spring of 1962. He suggested
that I contrast English and Dutch auctions. Despite having studied game theory in the
math department at Yale, I did not choose to follow up on this suggestion, not seeing why
analyzing auctions would be interesting. In the late 60’s, while working on uncertainty, I
decided that incomplete markets per se was what I wanted to concentrate on, not the new
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interest in drawing inferences from prices about asymmetric information. So another
huge opportunity went by unexamined.

Teaching, working on policy questions, leaving subjects when diminishing returns appear
to have set in, and returning to them with a fresh mind later have all served me well.14
And there is also the elephant in the room of finding the right people to write joint papers
with.
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